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GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION OF CERTAIN

HIGHEST WEIGHT MODULES

ROGER ZIERAU

Abstract. We identify certain singular unitary representations of semisimple Lie

groups which were constructed by Rawnsley, Schmid and Wolf. The method is to

identify them with the appropriate derived functor modules. Included are ladder

representations of the indefinite unitary groups.

1. In [RSW] a method was given to unitarize certain highest weight modules of a

reductive Lie group. The representations are realized on the Dolbeault cohomology

groups of an indefinite Kahler semisimple symmetric space with coefficents in a

holomorphic homogeneous vector bundle. They are unitarized by showing that the

(/-invariant indefinite inner product on the space of L2 harmonic forms is positive

semidefinite, and that its nullspace is the kernel of the natural map onto Dolbeault

cohomology.

The purpose of this note is to show how to identify those representations which

are unitarized by this method when the "highest Ä"-type condition" of [RSW] fails.

In particular, for the indefinite unitary groups U(p,q), all the ladder representa-

tions except one (v*_q, see §4) are included.

The result was obtained by Rawnsley, Schmid and Wolf by a case by case study,

see [RSW, §11.8—§11.12], However, it was not applied to the ladder representations

of U(/7, q) in cases where the highest K-type condition fails, see [RSW, §13]. The

method here does not use a case by case analysis.

It should be mentioned that the unitary highest weight modules have been

classified [EHW] as algebraically constructed quotients of generalized Verma mod-

ules. That algebraic construction is quite different from the geometric method

considered here.

2. Let G, H and M be as in §2 of [RSW]. Thus G/H is an indefinite Kahler

semisimple symmetric space, H = G7 = the fixed points of an involution t and

M = G6t where 6 is a Cartan involution commuting with t. The Lie algebra of G

decomposes under t as

flo=í>o+<V    a = (Po)c = Q + + 1->

where q ± represent the holomorphic and antiholomorphic tangent spaces. Similarly,

under 6,
So = f0 + Po-
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M/H n K and K/H n AT are hermitian symmetric spaces of the noncompact and

compact type, respectively. Choose a 0-stable fundamental Cartan subalgebra of g

contained in i) and fix a positive system of roots as in [RSW], q + is a sum of positive

root spaces.

There is a C00 fibration it: G/H -» K/H n if with typical fiber M/H nK.tr

need not be holomorphic (see 2.21 in [RSW]).

Let W be a unitary representation of // with highest weight x- G acts on the

Dolbeault cohomology groups V = H'(G/H,W) where 5 = dimc(K/H C\ K) and

W -» G/// is the associated holomorphic homogeneous vector bundle. Consider the

conditions (of [RSW]) on x:

L2 condition: (x + p(m), y) < 0, Vy e A(p n q+).

Highest K-type condition: (x + p(f), a) < 0, Va g A(f n q+).

Theorem [RSW]. Suppose G/H -* K/H n AT » holomorphic.

(a) HP(G/H, FX)K = H"(K/H n A, H°(M/// n A", Fx)), Tx the finite-dimensional

H-module with highest weight \-

(b) // r/?*? highest K-type condition holds for x then HP(G/H, F ) = 0, /or /> # j and

K w í/ze irreducible G-module with highest weight w0(x + p(f)) ~ p(f) (where w0 is the

element of the Weyl group of K with w0(A+(ï) n f)) C A+, w0(A(f n q+)) C -A+).

(c) 7/x satisfies the L2 condition then V is unitary.

3. We assume that the L2 condition holds and that the highest A"-type condition

may fail. Writing H°(M/H n K,Fx)HnK = 0.F ai ® Fx, where »f is as in 4.2 of

[RSW], we get

Vk= ®H'(K/HnK,T_„mFx).
h

When the highest A-type condition holds it is easy to see that VK has highest weight

wo(x + P(f)) _ P(f)- This is because the highest possible AT-type (when h = 0) is

HS(K/H n A", Fx) and this is nonzero.

When the highest A-type condition fails this "expected" AT-type does not occur

(HS(K/H n K,F ) = 0). If we could easily decompose F_SÍ ® Fx then we could

write down all the A-types, using the Borel-Weil theorem. To avoid decomposing

this tensor product we find the derived functor module with the same A"-spectrum as

V, then induce in stages (so we may start with a one-dimensional representation) and

apply the "generalized Blattner formula" on p. 357 of [VI].

For details on derived functor modules see Chapter 6 of [VI]. We give some

notation here. Let / + u be a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra of g. Let T be the functor

from (g, L n AT)-modules to (g, A)-modules defined by taking the A-finite vectors,

and let T" be the/>th right derived functor of I\ Set (Lf+U)"(Y) = r'(U(g) ®,+uY)

for any (/, L n A>module Y.

Proposition. Vk - (Ll+a)s(Fx), as K-modules.
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Proof. Let 8 be a AT-type, identify 8 with its highest weight, and let Es be the

space of ô. The generalized Blattner formula on p. 357 of [VI] is given in terms of

Rf+U - r*(HoA/+„(U(B)L-)l,njr>.   However,   by   §5   of   [V2],   (Lf+U)»(Y) »
(R1+a)2s~p(Y) where / + u is the opposite parabolic. Thus

dim Hornk(es, LS(FX))

S

= £ (-l)JdimHom/nf(i/;(ïï n f, Eg), S(û n p) ® Tx+2p(unf))
y-o

= E   £   (-l)'<W)dimHom/nf(FWWi(S+p(t))+p(t),F.SÎ®Fx+2p(un[))

where W^ = {w G H/,,: if \ is A+(ï)-dominant then wX is A+(/ n f)-dominant),

wx = longest element of WK.

Therefore, LP(FX)K = EA,s(-l)/(w)ô, summing over 8 = (a0wwxy\p + p(f)) -

p(f) with/x occurring in 0.(T_Ä- ® Tx), a0 = longest element of W^n^-

On the other hand,

VK~  0//i(A///nA,F_Ä?®F)=  ®(-l)s"Hp(K/HnK,F_-^®Fx),
ñ h, p

a A-type 8 (identified with its highest weight) occurs iff 8 = w(p + p(f)) - p(f)

where p occurs in 0.(T_^- ® F ). One can check that the signs and multiplicities

are the same.    Q.E.D.

Using the Borel-Weil theorem (see [EW]), we may write

Fx = (Libnuy\cx.)

for some parabolic /+uci) + q+,x' orthogonal to A(/) and

s' = èdimc(i) nî/dnîn /).

By inducing in stages (6.3.10 of [VI]) we get

yK - (Lf+Uyi(cx,), S] = idimc(f// n f).

Thus, we are inducing from a one-dimensional representation of / and the gener-

alized Blattner formula simplifies as follows:

Proposition.

dimHomir(£a)(L/«+u)i'(Cx,))

»(-I)*'   E   (-íy^W + PÍO-H'íí + PÍO))
we WK

where p(y) is the number of ways to write y = T.mßß with ß e A( u Pi p) and mß > 0.

Proof. The generalized Blattner formula says the left-hand side is

£(-l)ydimHom/nf(/T^n n f, Es), S(û n p) ® Cx, + 2p(unf))

=    £   (-1)/(""dimHorn,nf(c, £*Wl(Ä+p(t),_p(f) ® S(u n p) ® Cx.+2p(nnf)).

weW¿
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The latter summands give the number of times the trivial representation occurs in

the tensor product. Now apply the formula on p. 142 of [H].    Q.E.D.

The next section shows how this proposition is used to identify the modules VK.

4. Example. Let G = U(p, q), assume p > q. Let H = U(l) X U(; - 1, q). The

fibration G/H -* K/H n A is holomorphic. Let

X = -aex   e,

\

The L2 condition is a ^ q + 1 and the highest A-type condition is a > p. If a > p

holds then V is the ladder representation v*_ (in the notation of [SW] or [RSW], v*¡

has highest weight -dep — k if d 3* 0 and -dep + x — k if d < 0 where k = E/LrE,).

This calculation is done in §13 of [RSW].

Now consider the range q + 1 < a < p. The unitarity is automatic but the

representation must be identified. The possible A-types have highest weight

8= -(a - p)ep- k - T.m,(ep - ep + l).

The formula for the multiplicities of A-types given in §3 shows that the first of these

possible A-types which occurs is -(a — p)ep + x — k (mx = p — a, m2 = w3 = • • ■

= m   = 0). This gives v*_p for a = q + 1, q + 2,..., p - 1.

By taking H = U(p, q - 1) X U(l) the ladder representations obtained are v$,

d <, q — p — 1. In this case, since p > q, the L2 condition implies that highest

AT-type condition.

In summary, the following ladder representations are unitarized (p > q):

v% H highest A-type

condition

d>0 U(l)X\J(p-l,q) holds

0> d>q-p + l U(l)xU(/> - \,q) fails

q-p-l>d U(p,q -l)X U(l) holds

The representation v*_p is realized on the Dolbeault cohomology groups using

either parabolic but the L2 condition fails for both parabolics, thus v*_ is not

unitarized by these methods.

In this example F% is one-dimensional. When this is not the case one must find x'

and the appropriate parabolic (see [A]). For example, take H = \J(k) X \J(p - k, q),

X = -Ef=1a,£,,   ax < a2 < • • •  < ak.   The   Borel-Weil   theorem   gives   \' =

-T,^xak+i-iei + ^*-i(* _ (2/ ~ l))ey and the parabolic / + u has / = «(1)* X

u(p — k,q). Now the formula of §3 can be applied.
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